Scenes from ICOI Summer Symposium

Jeff Dierks, left, and Ray DeGrazia, center, of i-CAT with Dr. Cornell McCullom III of Chicago at the ICOI Summer Symposium.

Hanah Whitehead and Brooks Buitta stand ready to help visitors at the Nobel Biocare booth.

Dr. Donald A. Tucker of Williamsville, N.Y., left, gets some advice on patient financing from Bryan York at the Springstone booth.

Emiko Ota of Osada talks to attendee Anna Chung.

Inessa Lambros at the Dentium booth.

Blake Baucum, left, and Russ Rowan at the Osteogenics booth.

Meisinger’s Matthew Miller helps attendee Dr. Karen Arakelian of Sherman Oaks, Calif., at the company’s booth.

From left, Brian Banton, Lee Austin, Carl Misch and Darwin Bagley at the Implant Direct booth.
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